The concept of a goal has been used in multiple domains such as management sciences and strategic planning, artificial intelligence and human computer interaction. Recently goal driven approaches have been developed and tried out to support requirements engineering activities such as requirements elicitation, specification, validation, modification, structuring and negotiation. The paper reviews various research efforts undertaken in this line of research. It uses L'Ecritoire, an approach which supports requirements elicitation, structuring and documenting as a basis to introduce issues in using goals to engineer requirements and to present the state-of-the art.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation for goal-driven requirements engineering (RE)
, Axel van Lamsweerde defines RE (RE) as "concerned with the identification of goals to be achieved by the envisioned system, the operationalisation of such goals into services and constraints, and the assignment of responsibilities of resulting requirements to agents as humans, devices, and software". In this view, goals drive the RE process which focuses on goal centric activities such as goal elicitation, goal modelling, goal operationalisation and goal mapping onto software objects, events and operations.
Many authors will certainly agree to this position or to a similar one because goal driven approaches are seen today as a means to overcome the major drawback of traditional RE (RE) approaches that is, to lead to systems technically good but unable to respond to the needs of their users in an appropriate manner. Indeed, several field studies show that requirements misunderstanding is a major cause of system failure. For example, in the survey over 800 projects undertaken by 350 US companies which revealed that one third of the projects were never completed and one half succeeded only partially, poor requirements was identified as the major source of problems (Standish, 1995) . Similarly, a recent survey over 3800 organisations in 17 European countries demonstrate that most of the perceived problems are related to requirements specification (>50%), and requirements management (50%) (ESI, 1996) .
If we want better quality systems to be produced i.e. systems that meet the requirements of their users, RE needs to explore the objectives of different stakeholders and the activities carried out by them to meet these objectives in order to derive purposeful system requirements. Goal driven approaches aim at meeting this objective.
As shown in Figure 1 , these approaches are motivated by establishing an intentional relationship between the usage world and the system world (Jarke and Pohl, 1993) . The usage world describes the tasks, procedures, interactions etc. performed by agents and how systems are used to do work. It can be looked upon as containing the objectives that are to be met in the organisation and which are achieved by the activities carried out by agents. The subject world, contains knowledge of the real world domain about which the proposed system has to provide information. Requirements arise from both of these worlds. However, the subject world imposes domain-requirements which are facts of nature and reflect domain laws whereas the usage world generates user-defined requirements which arise from people in the organisation and reflect their goals, intentions and wishes. The system world is the world of system specifications in which the requirements arising from the other two worlds must be addressed.
These three worlds are interrelated as shown in Figure 1 . User-defined requirements are captured by the intentional relationship. Domain-imposed requirements are captured by the representation relationship.
Understanding the intentional relationship is essential to comprehend the reason why a system should be constructed. The usage world provides the rationale for building a system. The purpose of developing a system is to be found outside the system itself, in the enterprise, or in other words, in the context in which the system will function. The relationship between the usage and system world addresses the issue of the system purpose and relates the system to the goals and objectives of the organisation. This relationship explains why the system is developed. Modelling this establishes the conceptual link between the envisaged system and its changing environment. Goal-driven approaches have been developed to address the semiotic, social link between the usage and the system world with the hope to construct systems that meet the needs of their organisation stakeholders.
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Figure 1: The relationships between the usage, subject and system worlds.
Roles of goal in RE:
Goal modelling proved to be an effective way to elicit requirements (Potts, 1994; Rolland et al, 1998; Dardenne et al., 1993; Anton, 1994; Dubois et al., 1998; Kaindl, 2000; Lamsweerde, 2000) . The argument of goal driven requirements elicitation being that the rationale for developing a system is to be found outside the system itself, in the enterprise (Loucopoulos, 1994) in which the system shall function.
RE assumes that the To-Be developed system might function and interact with its environment in many alternative ways. Alternative goal refinement proved helpful in the systematic exploration of system choices Lamsweerde, 2000; Yu, 1994) .
Requirements completeness is a major RE issue. Yue (Yue, 1987) was probably the first to argue that goals provide a criterion for requirements completeness : the requirements specification is complete if the requirements are sufficient to achieve the goal they refine.
Goals provide a means to ensure requirements pre-traceability (Gotel et al., 1994; Pohl, 1996; Ramesh, 1995] . They establish a conceptual link between the system and its environment, thus facilitating the propagation of organisational changes into the system functionality. This link provides the rationale for requirements (Bubenko et al., 1994; Sommerville and Sawyer, 1997; Ross, 1977; Mostov, 1985; Yu, 1993) and facilitates the explanation and justification of requirements to the stakeholders.
Stakeholders provide useful and realistic viewpoints about the To-Be developed system but requirements engineers know that these viewpoints might be conflicting (Nuseibeh, 1994) . Goals have been recognised to help in the detection of conflicts and their resolution (Lamsweerde, 2000; Robinson, 1989) .
Difficulties with goal driven approaches : However, several authors (Lamsweerde et al., 1995; Anton, 1998; Rolland et al, 1998; Haumer et al, 1998 ) also acknowledge the fact that dealing with goal is not an easy task. We have applied the goal driven approach as embodied in the EKD method (Bubenko et al., 1994; Kardasis, 1998; Loucopoulos, 1997; Rolland et al., 1997b) to several domains, air traffic control, electricity supply, human resource management, tool set development. Our experience is that it is difficult for domain experts to deal with the fuzzy concept of a goal. Yet, domain experts need to discover the goals of real systems.
It is often assumed that systems are constructed with some goals in mind (Davis, 1993) . However, practical experiences (Anton, 1996; ELEKTRA, 1997) show that goals are not given and therefore the question as to where they originate from (Anton, 1996) acquires importance. In addition, enterprise goals which initiate the goal discovery process do not reflect the actual situation but an idealised environmental one. Therefore, proceeding from this may lead to ineffective requirements (Potts, 1997) . Thus, goal discovery is rarely an easy task.
Additionally, it has been shown (Anton, 1996 ) that the application of goal reduction methods (Dardenne et al., 1993) to discover the components goals of a goal, is not as straight-forward as literature suggests. Our own experience in the F3 (Bubenko et al., 1994) and ELEKTRA (Rolland et al., 1997a) projects is also similar. It is thus evident that help has to be provided so that goal modelling can be meaningfully performed.
Paper outline : The objective of this paper is (a) to highlight some of the issues of goal driven approaches in RE, (b) to provide an overview of the state-of-the art on these issues and (c) to illustrate how L'Ecritoire approach deals with them. In section 2 we briefly introduce L'Ecritoire, a goal driven approach developed in our group (Rolland et al, 1998; Tawbi, 2001; Ben Achour, 1999; Rolland et al, 1997b; Rolland et al, 1999) to support requirements elicitation, specification and documentation. The presentation of this approach in section 3 will be used as the means to raise issues in goal driven RE, and to provide a state-ofthe art on these issues.
L'ECRITOIRE: AN OVERVIEW
L'Ecritoire is a tool for requirements elicitation, structuring, and documentation. Figure  2 shows that the approach underlying L'Ecritoire uses goal-scenario coupling to discover requirements from a computer-supported analysis of textual scenarios. L'Ecritoire produces a requirements document which relates system requirements (the functional & physical levels in Figure 2 ) to organisational goals (behavioural level in Figure 2 ).
Central to the approach is the notion of a requirement chunk (RC) which is a pair <goal, scenario>. A goal is 'something that some stakeholder hopes to achieve' (Plihon, 1998 ) whereas a scenario is a possible behaviour limited to a set of purposeful interactions taking place among agents '(CREWS, 1998) . Since a goal is intentional and a scenario operational in nature, a RC is a possible way of achieving the goal.
L'Ecritoire aims at eliciting the collection of RCs through a bi-directional coupling of goals and scenarios allowing movement from goals to scenarios and vice-versa. As each goal is discovered, a scenario is authored for it. In this sense the goal-scenario coupling is exploited in the forward direction from goals to scenarios. Once a scenario has been authored, it is analysed to yield goals. This leads to goal discovery by moving along the goal-scenario relationship in the reverse direction. By exploiting the goal scenario relationship in the reverse direction, i.e. from scenario to goals, the approach proactively guides the requirements elicitation process. The next section introduces the approach in more details with the aim to raise general issues reasoning with goals to engineer requirements and present the related state-of-the art. General issues are introduced with the ❖ symbol whereas the L'Ecritoire concepts are presented under the • symbol.
ISSUES IN GOAL REASONING
The notion of a goal is central to goal driven RE. In (Lamsweerde, 2001 ), a goal is an objective the system under consideration should achieve. Goals thus, refer to intended or optative (Jackson, 1995; Lamsweerde, 2001 ).
Goal formulation
• In L'Ecritoire, a goal is expressed as a clause with a main verb and several parameters, where each parameter plays a different role with respect to the verb. For example in the goal statement :
'Withdraw verb (cash) target (from ATM) means ', • 'Withdraw' is the main verb, 'cash' is the parameter target of the goal, and 'from ATM' is a parameter describing the means by which the goal is achieved. We adopted the linguistic approach of Fillmore's Case grammar (Fillmore, 1968) , and its extensions (Dik, 1989; Schank, 1973) to define goal parameters (Prat, 1997) . Each type of parameter corresponds to a case and plays a different role with respect to the verb, e.g. target entities affected by the goal, means and manner to achieve the goal, beneficiary agent of the goal achievement, destination of a communication goal, source entities needed for goal achievement etc.
Goal statements are often texts in natural language (Anton, 1996; Cockburn, 1995) and may be supplemented as suggested by (Zave, 1997) with an informal specification to make precise what the goal name designates.
The motivation for semi-formal or formal goal expressions is to be the support of some form of automatic analysis. We will see later in the paper how the L'Ecritoire goal template helps reasoning about goals. Typical semi-formal formulations use some goal taxonomy and associate the goal name to a predefined type (Anton, 1998; ELEKTRA, 1997; Dardenne et al., 1993) .This helps clarifying the meaning of the goal. For instance, in (Mylopoulos, 1992) a non functional goal is specified by the specific sub-type it is instance of. Similarly, in Elektra (Elektra, 1997), goals for change are pre-fixed by one of the seven types of change: Maintain, Cease, Improve, Add, Introduce, Extend, Adopt and replace. Graphical notations (Chung et al., 2000; Mylopoulos, 1992; Lamsweerde, 2001) can be used in addition to a textual formulation.
Formal specifications of goals like in Kaos (Dardenne et al, 1993 ) require a higher effort but yield more powerful reasoning.
Coupling Goal and Scenario
• In L'Ecritoire, a goal is coupled with a scenario. In this direction, from goal to scenario, the relationship aims to concretise a goal through a scenario. Thus, the scenario represents a possible behaviour of the system to achieve the goal. In L'Ecritoire, a scenario is defined as composed of one or more actions which describe a unique path leading from an initial to a final state of agents. Below is an example of scenario associated to the goal 'Withdraw cash from the ATM'.
The user inserts a card in the ATM. The ATM checks the card validity. If the card is valid a prompt for code is given by the ATM to the user, the user inputs the code in the ATM. The ATM checks the code validity. If the code is valid, the ATM displays a prompt for amount to the user. The user enters an amount in the ATM. The ATM checks the amount validity. If the amount is valid, the ATM ejects the card to the user and then the ATM proposes a receipt to the user. The user enters the user's choice in the ATM. If a receipt was asked the receipt is printed by the ATM to the user but before the ATM delivers the cash to the user.
Many authors suggest to combine goals and scenarios (Potts, 1995; Cockburn, 1995; Leite et al, 1997; Kaindl, 2000; Haumer et al., 1998; Anton, 1998; Lamsweerde et Willemet, 1998) . (Potts, 1995) for example, says that it is « unwise to apply goal based requirements methods in isolation » and suggests to complement them with scenarios. This combination has been used mainly, to make goals concrete, i.e. to operationalise goals. This is because scenarios can be interpreted as containing information on how goals can be achieved. In (Dano et al., 1997; Jacobson, 1995; Leite, 1997; Pohl and Haumer, 1997) , a goal is considered as a contextual property of a use case (Jacobson, 1995) i.e. a property that relates the scenario to its organisational context. Therefore, goals play a documenting role only. (Cockburn, 1995) goes beyond this view and suggests to use goals to structure use cases by connecting every action in a scenario to a goal assigned to an actor. In this sense a scenario is discovered each time a goal is. Clearly, all these views suggest a unidirectional relationship between goals and scenarios similarly to what we introduced in L'Ecritoire so far. We will see later on, how L'Ecritoire exploits the goal/scenario coupling in the reverse direction.
Relationships among Goals
• In L'Ecritoire, RCs can be assembled together through composition, alternative and refinement relationships. The first two lead to AND and OR structure of RCs whereas the last leads to the organisation of the collection of RCs as a hierarchy of chunks of different granularity. AND relationships among RCs link complementary chunks in the sense that every one requires the others to define a completely functioning system. RCs linked through OR relationships represent alternative ways of fulfilling the same goal. RCs linked through a refinement relationship are at different levels of abstraction. The goal 'Fill in the ATM with cash' is an example of ANDed goal to 'Withdraw cash from the ATM' whereas 'Withdraw cash from the ATM with two invalid code capture 'is ORed to it. Finally 'Check the card validity' is linked to the goal 'Withdraw cash from the ATM' by a refinement relationship.
Many different types of relationships among goals have been introduced in the literature. They can be classified in two categories to relate goals: (1) to each other and (2) with other elements of requirements models. We consider them in turn. AND/OR relationships (Bubenko et al, 1994; Dardenne et al, 1993; Rolland et al, 1998; Loucopoulos et al, 1997; Mylopoulos 1999) inspired from AND/OR graphs in Artificial Intelligence are used to capture goal decomposition into more operational goals and alternative goals, respectively. In the former, all the decomposed goals must be satisfied for the parent goal to be achieved whereas in the latter, if one of the alternative goals is achieved, then the parent goal is satisfied.
In (Mylopoulos, 1992; Chung et al., 2000) , the inter-goal relationship is extended to support the capture of negative/positive influence between goals. A sub-goal is said to contribute partially to its parent goal. This leads to the notion of goal satisfycing instead of goal satisfaction. The 'motivates' and 'hinders' relationships among goals in (Bubenko et al, 1994) are similar in the sense that they capture positive/negative influence among goals.
Conflict relationships are introduced (Bubenko et al, 1994; Dardenne et al 1993; Nuseibeh, 1994; Easterbrook, 1994) to capture the fact that one goal might prevent the other to be satisfied.
In addition to inter-goal relationships, goals are also related to other elements of requirements models. As a logical termination of the AND/OR decomposition, goals link to operations which ensure them (Anton, 1994; Anton and Potts, 1998; Kaindl, 2000; Lamsweerde et Willemet, 1998) . Relationships between goals and system objects have been studied in (Lee, 1997) and are inherently part of the KAOS model (Lamsweerde et al., 1991; Dardenne et al., 1993) ).
Relationships with agents have been emphasized in (Yu 1993; Yu 1997 ) where a goal is the object of the dependency between two agents. Such type of link is introduced in other models as well (Dardenne et al, 1993; Lamweerde et al., 1991; Letier, 2001 ) to capture who is responsible of a goal. As discussed earlier, goals have been often coupled to scenarios (Potts, 1995; Cockburn, 1995; Leite, 1997; Kaindl, 2000; Haumer et al., 1998; Anton, 1998; . In (Bubenko et al, 1994) goals are related to a number of concepts such as problem, opportunity and thread with the aim to understand better the context of a goal. Finally the interesting idea of obstacle introduced by (Potts, 1995) leads to obstructions and resolution relationships among goals and obstacles (Lamweerde, 2000a; .
Levels of Abstraction
• The L'Ecritoire approach identifies three levels of requirements abstraction, namely the behavioural, functional and physical levels. The aim of the behavioural level is to couple the services that a system should provide so a business goal. At the functional level the focus is on the interactions between the system and its users to achieve the services assigned to the system at the behavioural level. The physical level focuses on what the system needs to perform the interactions selected at the system interaction level.
As in L'Ecritoire goals many approaches suggest to formulate goals at different levels of abstraction. By essence goal centric approaches aim to help in the move from strategic concerns and high level goals to technical concerns and low abstraction level goals. Therefore, it is natural for approaches to identify different levels of goal abstraction where high level goals represent business objectives and are refined in system goals (Anton et al., 2001; Anton and Potts, 1998) or system constraints (Lamsweerde and Letier, 2000a) . Inspired by cognitive engineering, some goal driven RE approaches deal with means-end hierarchy abstractions, where each hierarchical level represents a different model of the same system. The information at any level acts as a goal (the end) with respect to the model at the next lower level (the means) (Leveson 2000; Rasmussen, 1990; Vicente and Rasmussen, 1992) .
Eliciting Goals
• The L'Ecritoire requirements elicitation process is organised around two main activities : goal discovery and scenario authoring.
In this process, goal discovery and scenario authoring are complementary activities, the former following the latter. As shown in Figure 3 , these activities are repeated to incrementally populate the RCs hierarchy. Each of the two main activities is supported by enactable rules, (1) authoring rules and (2) discovery rules. Authoring rules allow L'Ecritoire scenarios which are textual to be authored. Discovery rules are for discovering goals through the analysis of authored scenarios. We focus here on exemplifying the discovery rules. Details about the authoring rules and the linguistic approach underlying them can be found in (Rolland and Ben Achour, 1997; Ben Achour, 1999) .
Discovery rules guide the L'Ecritoire user in discovering new goals and therefore, eliciting new RCs. The discovery is based on the analysis of scenarios through one of the three proposed discovery strategies, namely the refinement, composition and alternative strategies. These strategies correspond to the three types of relationships among RCs introduced above. Given a pair <G,Sc>:
• the composition strategy looks for goals Gi ANDed to G, • the alternative strategy searches for goals Gj ORed to G, • the refinement strategy aims at the discovery of goals Gk at a lower level of abstraction than G.
Once a complete scenario has been authored, any of these three strategies can be followed.
L'Ecritoire uses six discovery rules, two for each strategy. Rules can be applied at any of the three levels of abstraction, contextual, functional and physical. A detailed description of rules can be found in (Rolland et al., 1998; Tawbi, 2001 , Rolland, 2002 . As an example of a rule, we present the refinement rule R1 and exemplify it with the example of the ATM system engineering. Assuming that the user accepts the three suggested goals (step3), the corresponding RCs are ANDed to one another (step4).
As illustrated above, L'Ecritoire develops a requirements/goal inductive elicitation technique based on the analysis of conceptualised scenarios. The conceptualisation of a scenario results of powerful analysis and transformation of textual scenarios using a linguistic approach based on a Case Grammar inspired by Fillmore's Case Theory (Fillmore, 1968) and its extensions (Dik, 1989; Schank, 1973) . The pay-off of the scenario conceptualisation process is the ability to perform powerful induction on conceptualised scenarios. In (Lamweerde, 1998), a similar approach is developed that takes scenarios as examples and counter examples of the intended system behaviour and generates goals that cover positive scenarios and exclude the negative ones. An obvious informal technique for finding goals is to systematically ask WHY and WHAT-IF questions (Potts et al, 1994) , . In L'Ecritoire the refinement strategy helps discovering goals at a lower level of abstraction. This is a way to support goal decomposition. Another obvious technique to perform decomposition is to ask the HOW question (Lamsweerde et al., 1995) . A heuristic based decomposition technique has been developed in (Loucopoulos et al., 1997) and (Letier, 2001 ). An attempt to retrieved cases from a repository of process cases was developed in (Le, 1999) . The software tool captures traces of RE processes using the NATURE contextual model (Nature, 1999) and develops a case based technique to retrieve process cases similar to the situation at hand.
CONCLUSION
Goal-driven RE was introduced mainly to provide the rationale of the To-Be system. Beyond this objective, we have seen that there are some other advantages :
• goals bridge the gap between organisational strategies and system requirements thus providing a conceptual link between the system and its organisational context;
• goal decomposition graphs provide the pretraceability between high level strategic concerns and low level technical constraints; therefore facilitating the propagation of business changes onto system features;
• ORed goals introduce explicitly design choices that can be discussed, negotiated and decided upon;
• AND links among goals support the refinement of high level goals onto lower level goals till operationalisable goals are found and associated to system requirements; • Powerful goal elicitation techniques facilitate the discovery of goal/requirements; • Relationships between goals and concepts such as objects, events, operations etc. traditionally used in conceptual design facilitates the mapping of goal graphs onto design specification.
There are other advantages which flow from issues which were not verified with in the paper and that we sketch here :
• Goal-based negotiation is one of them (Boehm and In H, 1996) .
• Conflict resolution is another one. (Nuseibeh, 1994) explains how conflicts arise from multiple view points and concerns and in (Lamsweerde et al., 1998a) various forms of conflict have been studied.
• Goal validation is a third one. ) use a scenario generation technique to validate goal/requirement and in the validation is based on scenario animation.
• Qualitative reasoning about goals is provided by the NFR framework (Mylopoulos, 1992; Chung et al, 2000) .
